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The cascading polarization contributing to the femtosecond fifth- and seventh-order coherent Raman
scattering processes is obtained in terms of the third- and fifth-order Raman response functions. It
is found that four cascading processes contribute to the fifth-order Raman scattering signal. In the
case of the seventh-order Raman scattering, there are 34 possible cascading processes contributing
to the seventh-order Raman scattering signal, and they are classified asx (5)3x (3)- and x (3)

3x (3)3x (3)-types depending on the involved low-order nonlinear optical processes. Due to the
complicated interference among these polarization fields, it may not be possible to experimentally
measure the pure seventh-order Raman scattering signal without contamination from the cascaded
contributions. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!00104-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Femtosecond fifth-order two-dimensional Raman sc
tering spectroscopy has received considerable attention
cently, since a two-dimensional measurement of the vib
tional dynamics can provide vital information on intra- a
intermolecular energy relaxation processes, local structur
liquids, and vibrational relaxation of overtone modes.1–21

Despite the fact that a number of theoretical and experim
tal investigations along this line have been presented ove
last decade, the possible contribution from the sequen
cascading processes has been largely ignored. In
frequency-domain measurement of coherent higher-o
Raman scattering by Wright and co-workers, they found t
the cascading contribution to the signal is dominant over
direct fifth-order coherent light scattering contribution.22 Al-
brecht and co-workers pointed out that, in fifth-order tim
resolved coherent Raman scattering, the cascading th
order processes can also significantly contaminate
measured fifth-order signal.23,24 Blank et al. have recently
demonstrated experimentally that the fifth-order tw
dimensional time domain spectra of the intermolecular m
tions in liquid CS2 are dominated by cascading third-ord
processes.25 Also, the cascading contributions to the expe
mentally measured fifth-order signal of liquid CHCl3 and
CCl4 were discussed in Ref. 26.

a!Electronic mail: mcho@mail.korea.ac.kr
2080021-9606/2000/112(5)/2082/13/$17.00
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In addition to fifth-order processes, seventh-order coh
ent Raman scattering processes have been theoreti
investigated.4 The response is governed by a four-tim
nonlinear response function, (i /\)3^@†@aI(t4),aI(t3)#,
aI(t2)‡,aI(t1)] &eq, whereaI(t) is the Heisenberg operator o
the polarizability tensor and̂̄ &eq denotes the equilibrium
ensemble average. However, as shown in this paper, seve
order coherent Raman scattering signals also suffer fro
number of cascading nonlinear optical~NLO! processes sat
isfying the same phase-matching condition. Consequentl
is suggested that a careful analysis taking into account
cascading contributions should be carried out before a m
sured seventh-order signal is interpreted as the true seve
order signal originating from the direct seventh-order NL
process. In this paper, we show that the phase-contro
heterodyne-detection method can be of use in selectiv
measuring the direct fifth-order coherent Raman scatte
field. This paper is organized as follows. The direct and c
caded contributions to the fifth-order induced polarizati
are theoretically derived and presented in Sec. II. The co
parison of the direct fifth-order Raman spectrum with t
cascading-process-induced spectrum for CHCl3 is presented
in Sec. III by using the parameters determined with theab
initio method~see Ref. 27 for detailed results!. The direct
and cascaded contributions to the seventh-order polariza
are presented in Sec. IV. Finally, the main results are su
marized in Sec. V.
2 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Pulse sequences for fifth- and seventh-ord
coherent Raman scattering measurements. Two or th
pairs of pulses are injected to create consecutive vib
tional coherence states in the electronic ground sta
and the final pulse is used to probe the created mult
mensional grating via fifth- or seventh-order Rama
scattering.
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II. FIFTH-ORDER INDUCED POLARIZATION: BOTH
DIRECT AND SEQUENTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS

In the most general case of the fifth-order light scatter
measurement, five off-resonant optical pulses are injecte
shown in Fig. 1~a!. Two pairs of pulses are used to crea
two consecutive vibrational coherence states, and the
pulse is scattered by the temporal and spatial grating
created. The controlled delay times between the first
pairs of pulses and between the second pair of pulses an
final pulse are denoted ast and T, respectively@see Fig.
1~a!#. The external field is thus given by a sum of the fi
fields,

Eex~r ,t !5(
j 51

5

Ej~r ,t !, ~1!

where

Ej~r ,t !5«j~ t ! exp~ ik j•r2 iv0t !1c.c. ~2!

Here c.c. denotes complex conjugate and«j (t) is the tempo-
ral envelope function of thej th electric field vector. The
frequencies of the five fields are assumed to be identical,
v j5v0 for j 51, 2, 3, 4, and 5. This can be achieved
using time-delayed pulses generated from a common l
oscillator. Although the femtosecond pulses generated in
laboratory do have a finite width, for the sake of simplic
the laser pulses are assumed to be impulsive in this pa
i.e.,

«1~ t !5«2~ t !5«Ad~ t !,

«3~ t !5«4~ t !5«Ad~ t2t!, ~3!

«5~ t !5«Ad~ t2t2T!.

In Eq. ~3! « i(t) denotes the magnitude of the vector«j (t),
while the unit vector parallel with thei th electric field vector
«j (t) is to be designated byuj . Although the time profiles of
laser pulses are approximated by the square root of d
functions, the slowly varying amplitude approximation c
still be applied to pulses as wide as tens of femtoseco
because the time scales for the nuclear degrees of free
are much slower than the pulse width.

The phase-matching condition for the fifth-order tw
dimensional Raman scattering process is given byks5k1

2k21k32k41k5 . We next focus on the calculation of th
direct as well as cascading contributions to the correspo
ing fifth-order induced polarization satisfying the same ph
matching condition.
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When the external field frequency is far off-resona
with respect to the optical transition, the field-matter intera
tion can be described by the effective interaction Ham
tonian given by

HI
eff52Ẽ•aI•E[2E2~r ,t !:aI, ~4!

whereÃ denotes the transpose of a column vectorA. Then,
the Liouville equation for the ground state density matr
rg(r ,t), is given as

]

]t
rg~r ,t !52

i

\
@H01HI

eff ,rg~r ,t !#, ~5!

where H0 is the material Hamiltonian determining th
nuclear dynamics in the electronic ground state. The seco
order density matrix, expanded with respect to the fie
matter interactions, can be obtained as

rg
~2!~r ,t !5

i

\ E
0

`

dt1E2~r ,t2t1!:e2 iH 0t1 /\@a,req#e
iH 0t1 /\,

~6!

where req denotes the equilibrium density operator in t
electronic ground state. It should be noted that the effec
interaction Hamiltonian defined in Eq.~4! represents two
field-matter interactions. Thus, the first-order term with
spect to the effective interaction Hamiltonian is essentia
identical to the second-order perturbation expansion te
with respect to the field–matter interaction when the hyp
polarizability contribution is completely ignored.

The 2nth-order expanded density matrix, which is o
tained by thenth-order perturbation expansion with respe
to the effective interaction Hamiltonian, is then given as

rg
~2n!~r ,t !5S i

\ D nE
0

`

dtn¯E
0

`

dt1 E2~r ,t2tn!¯

3E2~r ,t2¯t22t1!¯

3e2 iH 0tn /\@aI,¯e2 iH 0t2 /\

3†aI,e2 iH 0t1 /\@aI,req#e
iH 0t1 /\

‡eiH 0t2 /\
¯#

3eiH 0tn /\. ~7!

By definition, the polarization is the expectation value
the dipole operator,

P~n!~r ,t !5N Tr @m̂ ind~r ,t !rg
~n21!~r ,t !#

5N Tr @aIrg
~n21!~r ,t !#•E~r ,t !, ~8!
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where the induced dipole operator was defined asm̂ ind(r ,t)
5aI•E(r ,t), andN denotes the number density.

A. Direct fifth-order electronically off-resonant
scattering

The fifth-order nonlinear polarization can be obtained
inserting the electric field given in Eq.~1! into Eq. ~8!. In
particular, we look for the specific polarization compone
whose wave vector and frequency are given asks5k12k2

1k32k41k5 and vs5v12v21v32v41v55v0 , re-
spectively:

Pdir
~5!~r ,t !5P̄dir

~5!~ t ! exp~ iks•r2 ivst !1c.c. ~9!

Then, within the impulsive limit, carrying out the doub
integration involved in the calculation ofrg

(4)(r ,t) and using
Eq. ~4!, we find the amplitude of the direct fifth-order of
resonant scattering polarization,

P̄dir
~5!~ t !5N«5Rdir

~5!~ t,t,0!d1/2~ t2t2T!, ~10!

where the fifth-order nonlinear response function is defin
as

Rdir
~5!~ t,t,0!52

4

\2 ^†@a5~ t !,a34~t!#,a12~0!‡&eq, ~11!

wherea j[aI•uj and â i j [ũi•aI•uj5ũj•aI•ui . Note that the
fifth-order response function given by Eq.~11! is a simple
vector quantity, which depends on the polarization directio
of the external electric fields as well as the molecular pr
ertiesaI. In Appendix A, we presented a brief derivation
Eq. ~11!. One can also define the fifth-order response fu
tion in terms of only molecular properties, which is a sixt
rank tensor. The tensor form of the fifth-order response fu
tion was originally obtained by Tanimura and Mukame1

Several groups have carried out theoretical calculation of
fifth-order nonlinear response function in terms of Browni
oscillators, and using the instantaneous normal mo
analysis.1,2,6,7,28–30Before we turn our attention to the ca
cading processes, it should be emphasized that the five fi
matter interactions to create the macroscopic induced po
ization involve only the fiveexternalfields. In other words,
the internal field generated by the lower-order induced po
ization was completely ignored in the field-matter intera
tion. This approximation is very good for the lowest-ord
NLO processes, such as four-wave mixing spectroscop
However, as shown below, the internal field produced by
lower-order induced nonlinear polarization can be of cruc
importance in the higher-order NLO processes.

B. Cascaded fifth-order electronically off-resonant
scattering

Cascading lower-order processes become importan
the fifth- and higher-order NLO processes. In this secti
only those cascading processes that produce the signal
satisfying the same phase-matching condition,ks5k12k2

1k32k41k5 , are considered. Four distinct third-order pr
cesses should be considered in this case,~1! ks15k12k2

1k3 ,vs15v12v21v35v0 , ~2! ks25k12k22k4 ,vs2

5v12v22v452v0 , ~3! ks35k12k21k5 ,vs35v12v2
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1v55v0 , and ~4! ks45k32k41k5 ,vs45v32v41v5

5v0 . The corresponding third-order induced polarizatio
can be obtained by using Eq.~8!, and their amplitudes are

P̄s1
~3!~ t !5N«3Rs1

~3!~ t !d1/2~ t2t!, ~12!

P̄s2
~3!~ t !5N«3Rs2

~3!~ t !d1/2~ t2t!, ~13!

P̄s3
~3!~ t !5N«3Rs3

~3!~ t !d1/2~ t2t2T!, ~14!

P̄s4
~3!~ t !5N«3Rs4

~3!~ t2t!d1/2~ t2t2T!, ~15!

where the third-order Raman response functions are

Rs1
~3!~ t !5

i

\
^@a3~ t !,a12#&eq, ~16!

Rs2
~3!~ t !5

i

\
^@a4~ t !,a12#&eq, ~17!

Rs3
~3!~ t !5

i

\
^@a5~ t !,a12#&eq, ~18!

Rs4
~3!~ t !5

i

\
^@a5~ t !,a34#&eq. ~19!

The electric field generated by one of the third-order induc
polarizations should satisfy the following Maxwell equatio

¹3¹3Esi
~3!~r ,t !2

ns
2vs

2

c2 Esi
~3!~r ,t !

5
4pvs

2

c2 P̄si
~3!~ t ! exp~ iksi•r2 ivsit !. ~20!

Here we look for a solution of the formEsi
(3)(r ,t)

5«si
(3)(r ,t) exp (iksi8 •r2 ivsit), where ksi8 is different from

ksi , which is given by a combination of the incoming wav
vectors, as can be seen above, due to the frequency di
sion of the refractive index of the optical sample. In additio
we have assumed that«si

(3)(r ,t) changes in time quite slowly
in the time scale ofvsi

21 in deriving Eq.~20!.
The forward-propagating component of the genera

electric field amplitude grows linearly with respect to th
distance from the front boundary of the optical sample.3 Di-
rect integration overz gives the generated electric field am
plitudes of the four third-order NLO processes that are
proximately given by

«s1
~3!~ t !5 iAs1Fs1

~3!P̄s1
~3!~ t !5 iAs1Fs1

~3!N«3Rs1
~3!~ t !d1/2~ t2t!,

~21!

«s2
~3!~ t !5 iAs2Fs2

~3!P̄s2
~3!~ t !5 iAs2Fs2

~3!N«3Rs2
~3!~ t !d1/2~ t2t!,

~22!

«s3
~3!~ t !5 iAs3Fs3

~3!P̄s3
~3!~ t !5 iAs3Fs3

~3!N«3Rs3
~3!~ t !

3d1/2~ t2t2T!, ~23!

«s4
~3!~ t !5 iAs4Fs4

~3!P̄s4
~3!~ t !5 iAs4Fs4

~3!N«3R4
~3!~ t2t!

3d1/2~ t2t2T!, ~24!

where the constantsAs j for j 51, 2, 3, and 4 are defined a
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As j[
2pv0

nsc
S l s j

2 D . ~25!

The phase matching factors,Fs j
(3) for j 51, 2, 3 and 4, are

defined as

Fs j
~3!5

sin@Dks jl s j/2#

Dks jl s j/2
exp~ iDks jl s j/2!, ~26!

where Dks j5ks j2ks j8 . ~See Appendix B.! Here ns is the
refractive index of the sample at the frequency ofvs , andl s j

is the sample thickness traveled byEs j . Here the factor 2 in
the denominator inside the parenthesis of Eq.~25! is intro-
duced to take the average amplitude of the generated
within the sample—note that the generated field amplitu
increases linearly from 0 at the front boundary to a ma
mum value proportional tol s j at the rear boundary so that th
average field amplitude within the optical sample is prop
tional to l s j/2.

In addition to the five external fields, the molecular sy
tem can interact with these four internal fields generated
the third-order NLO scattering processes. The total elec
field is therefore

E~r ,t !5Eex~r ,t !1E~3!~r ,t !1¯ , ~27!

where the external field,Eex(r ,t), was given in Eq.~1!, and
the third-order internal field, which is involved in the casca
ing processes contributing to the fifth-order signal, is giv
as

Es j
~3!~r ,t !5(

j 51

4

«s j
~3!~ t ! exp~ iks j•r2 ivs jt !1c.c. ~28!

If one of these internal fields instead of the extern
fields participates in one of the three field-matter interacti
of another third-order NLO process, the cascading cohe
field can be generated. As elegantly shown by Ulness, K
wood, and Albrecht,23 there are four cascading process
producing electric fields with the same phase matching c
dition, ks5k12k21k32k41k5 , and these four energy leve
diagrams are shown in Fig. 2. The corresponding polar
tion amplitudes are found to be

P̄casj
~5! ~ t !5 iAs jFs j

~3!N2«5Rcasj
~5! ~ t,t,0!d1/2~ t2t2T!, ~29!

where

Rcas1
~5! ~ t,t,0!5

2i

\
^@a5~ t2t!,ũ4•aI•Rs1

~3!~t !#&, ~30!

Rcas2
~5! ~ t,t,0!5

2i

\
^@a5~ t2t!,ũ4•aI•Rs2

~3!~t !#&, ~31!

Rcas3
~5! ~ t,t,0!5

2i

\
^@aI~ t2t!•Rs3

~3!~ t !,a34#&, ~32!

Rcas4
~5! ~ t,t,0!5

2i

\
^@aI~ t !•Rs4

~3!~ t2t!,a12#&. ~33!

Overall, the total polarization from the cascading contrib
tions is the sum of the four components given by Eq.~29!
over the indexj from 1 to 4. This result should be compare
with the direct contribution given in Eq.~10!. For the sake of
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brevity, we consider a simple situation where all extern
electric fields are parallel. Then the polarization compone
from cascading processes are given by

P̄cas
~5!~ t !5 iAN2«5~Fs1

~3!1Fs2
~3!!Rcas12

~5! ~ t,t,0!d1/2~ t2t2T!

1 iAN2«5@Fs3
~3!Rcas3

~5! ~ t,t,0!1Fs4
~3!

3Rcas4
~5! ~ t,t,0!#d1/2~ t2t2T!, ~34!

whereA[As15As25As35As45(2pv0 /nsc)( l/2) and

Rcas12
~5! ~ t,t,0!5

2i

\
^@aI~ t2t!•u,ũ•aI•Rs

~3!~t !#&eq, ~35!

Rcas3
~5! ~ t,t,0!5

2i

\
^@aI~ t2t!•Rs

~3!~ t !,ũ•aI•u!#&eq, ~36!

Rcas4
~5! ~ t,t,0!5

2i

\
^@aI~ t !•Rs

~3!~ t2t!,ũ•aI•u!#&eq, ~37!

with u5u15u25u35u45u5 and

FIG. 2. Four distinct cascading processes contributing to the fifth-or
Raman scattering field are drawn. For instance, consider~a!. The three
field–matter interactions withk1-, k2-, and k3-external fields can create

third-order induced polarization,P̄s1
(3)(t) in Eq. ~12!, with the wave vector,

ks1 . This polarization acts as a source to create third-order electric fi
«s1

(3)(t) in Eq. ~21!, obeying the corresponding Maxwell equation. This thir
order electric field initiates the second third-order nonlinear optical proc
to eventually create an electric field with wave vector ofks5k12k21k3

2k41k5 . Likewise, the remaining three cascading processes can be i
preted similarly. The solid~dashed! arrow represents the field–matter inte
action with the ket~bra! side of the density matrix.
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Rs
~3!~ t !5

2i

\
^@aI~ t !•u,ũ•aI•u#&eq. ~38!

For comparison, in the case of parallel electric vectors,
response function given in Eq.~11! for the direct process ca
be rewritten as
tu
he
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e
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i
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Rdir
~5!~ t,t,0!52

4

\2
^@@aI~ t !•u,ũ•aI~t!•u#,ũ•aI•u#&eq, ~39!

and the ratio between the absolute values of the casca
and the direct contributions is
uP̄cas
~5!~ t !u

uP̄dir
~5!~ t !u

5
u$~Fs1

~3!1Fs2
~3!!Rcas12

~5! ~ t,t,0!1@Fs3
~3!Rcas3

~5! ~ t,t,0!1Fs4
~3!Rcas4

~5! ~ t,t,0!#u

uR~5!~ t,t,0!u
S pv0lN

n~v0!c
D . ~40!
d

d
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As can be seen in the above equation, the relative magni
of the cascading contribution is linearly proportional to t
sample thickness as well as the number density. Howeve
should also be emphasized that the ratio is strongly dep
dent on the relative magnitude of the third-order respo
function in comparison to that of the fifth-order nonline
response function. Depending on the molecular system,
first ratio on the right-hand side of Eq.~40! can vary over a
wide range. Within the Placzek approximation, the thi
order Raman response function is proportional to the squ
of the Herzberg–Teller term, (]â/]Qj )eq. For the sake of
simplicity let us assume that a single Brownian oscillator
sufficient to describe the liquid intermolecular mode con
bution. Then the ratio in Eq.~40! is proportional to
(]â/]Q)eq

2 /(]2â/]Q2)eq. Note that the relative magnitud
of the Duschinsky term, (]2â/]Q2)eq, in comparison to that
of the square of the Herzberg–Teller term, (]â/]Q)eq

2 , is the
key quantity in the determination of the relative magnitu
of the direct fifth-order and cascaded third-order contrib
tions to the signal. Therefore, a careful analysis based on
above result should be carried out to conclusively interp
the measured signal.

Since the two contributions, cascaded and direct p
cesses, satisfy the same phase-matching condition,
homodyne-detected signal inherently contains both contr
tions as

Shomo~t,T!5
nsc

8p E
2`

`

dtu«cas
~5!~ t !1«dir

~5!~ t !u2

5
nsc

8p E
2`

`

dtu iAF ~5!P̄cas
~5!~ t !1 iAF ~5!P̄dir

~5!~ t !u2.

~41!

In Eq. ~41!, the phase-matching factor for this fifth-ord
processes is given as F (5)5@sin@Dksl/2#/(Dksl /2)#
3exp(iDksl/2), where Dks5k12k21k32k41k52ks8 . In
contrast, heterodyne detection is sensitive to the phase o
electric fields. Bearing this aspect in mind, consider the t
fifth-order fields associated with the cascaded and direct
cesses, respectively,
de
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e

he
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-
he
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-
he
u-

he
o
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«cas
~5!~ t !5 iAF ~5!P̄cas

~5!~ t !

52A2F ~5!N2«5~Fs1
~3!1Fs2

~3!!Rcas12
~5! ~ t,t,0!

3d1/2~ t2t2T!2A2F ~5!N2«5~Fs3
~3!Rcas3

~5!

1Fs4
~3!Rcas4

~5! !d1/2~ t2t2T!, ~42!

«dir
~5!~ t !5 iAF ~5!P̄dir

~5!~ t !

5 iAF ~5!N«5Rdir
~5!~ t,t,0!d1/2~ t2t2T!. ~43!

If the phase-matching conditions for both third- an
fifth-order processes are assumed to be perfect so thatFs j

(3)

5F (5)>1 ~for j 51,2,3,4!, the amplitude of the cascade
fifth-order scattering field,«cas

(5)(t), is purely real, whereas
that of the direct process,«dir

(5)(t), is purely imaginary. There-
fore, if a heterodyne-detection technique based on injectin
phase-controlled local oscillator field is used, one may
able to separately detect the cascaded and di
contributions,31 that is to say

Shereto~t,T!5
nsc

4p E
2`

`

dt Re$«LO* ~ t,f!•«cas
~5!~ t !%

1Re$«LO* ~ t,f!•«dir
~5!~ t !%. ~44!

Controlling the phase factor,f, to make«LO* (t,f) imagi-
nary, one can selectively measure the direct component o
In this case, the optical phase of the local oscillator fie
should be controlled with respect to that of the final las
field.

III. COMPARISON BETWEEN CASCADING AND
DIRECT PROCESSES USING AB INITIO
RESULTS OF CHCl3

To illustrate the quantitative relationship between c
cading and direct fifth-order contribution to the measur
signal, we use theab initio results for CHCl3 recently pre-
sented by Hahnet al.27 There are two types of cascadin
contributions, the two terms in Eq.~34!, and we shall sepa
rately compare each of these two contributions with the
rect contribution. Depending on the precise phase-match
factors determined experimentally, the relative ratios of th
two distinct cascading contributions to the direct fifth-ord
contribution will change.
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For the sake of brevity, we will assume that only theu
component of the electric field is to be measured:

ũ•«cas
~5!~ t !52A2F ~5!N2«5~Fs1

~3!1Fs2
~3!!R̃s

~3!~T!•Rs
~3!~t !

3d1/2~ t2t2T!2A2F ~5!N2«5~Fs3
~3!1Fs4

~3!!

3R̃s
~3!~T1t!•Rs

~3!~t !d1/2~ t2t2T!, ~45!

ũ•«dir
~5!~ t !5 iAF ~5!N«5ũ•Rdir

~5!~ t,t,0!d1/2~ t2t2T!. ~46!

The definitions ofRs
(3)(t) and Rdir

(5)(t,t,0) in Eqs.~45! and
~46! are given in Eqs.~38! and~39!, respectively. Instead o
plotting the two distinct contributions in the time domain, t
following ratios of the two symmetrized spectra are calc
lated,

RI5
uSdir~v1 ,v2!u

uSdir~v1 ,v2!u1uScas
I ~v1 ,v2!u S pv0lN

n~v0!cD ,

~47!

RII 5
uSdir~v1 ,v2!u

uSdir~v1 ,v2!u1uScas
II ~v1 ,v2!u S pv0lN

n~v0!cD ,

where

Scas
I ~v1 ,v2!5E

0

`

dTE
0

`

dt R̃s
~3!~T1t!•Rs

~3!~t !

3$exp~ iv2T1 iv1t!1exp~ iv1T1 iv2t!%,

Scas
II ~v1 ,v2!5E

0

`

dTE
0

`

dt R̃s
~3!~T!•Rs

~3!~t !

3$exp~ iv2T1 iv1t!1exp~ iv1T1 iv2t!%,

~48!

Sdir~v1 ,v2!5E
0

`

dTE
0

`

dt u•R~5!~T,t!$exp~ iv2T1 iv1t!

1exp~ iv1T1 iv2t!%.

HereScas
I (v1 ,v2) is the two-dimensional symmetrized spe

trum associated with the asymmetric cascading respo
function, R̃s

(3)(T1t)•Rs
(3)(t), whereas Scas

II (v1 ,v2) is
related to the symmetric cascading response funct
R̃s

(3)(T)•Rs
(3)(t).

In order to calculate the additional multiplication facto
(pv0lN/n(v0)c), in Eq. ~47!, the optical field wavelength
is assumed to be 800 nm, the sample width is set to be 1
and the number densityN is estimated to be 7.59
31027m23 from the density of CHCl3 liquid at room tem-
perature. The refractive index is assumed to be 1.44, whic
the value at 589 nm. Although the refractive index used h
is not that at 800 nm, the correct value should not be sign
cantly different from 1.44.

In order to quantitatively compare the cascading con
butions with the direct fifth-order contribution to the me
sured signal, we use theab initio calculation results pre
sented in Ref. 27~see these papers for detailed discussi
on the calculation of the 2D vibrational spectra as well as
how to interpret the spectra in terms of vibrational transit
pathways!. The calculated ratios,RI andRII , defined in Eq.
~47! are plotted in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, respectively. The plots
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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in Fig. 3 are the gray-scale contour plots. The white region
these figures means that the ratio is close to 1, which me
the direct fifth-order contributions are dominant. In contra
the cascading contributions are dominant in the dark reg
of Fig. 3. In both cases,RI andRII , the high-frequency mode
peak, which is the C–H stretching mode at around 30
cm21, is quantitatively determined by the direct fifth-ord
contribution, whereas the peaks in the lower frequency
main are largely dictated by the cascading contribution.

Here it should be noted that Albrecht and co-worke
used the value 0.1 mm for the optical sample width.23 How-
ever, that of the experimental configuration used by Tokm
koff et al. to measure the fifth-order signal by using the i
trinsic heterodyne technique is 1 mm.8 Thus, the ratio, Eq.
~47!, suggests that the cascading process contributes to t
experiments even more than Albrecht and co-workers e
mated. Furthermore, if the homodyne detection techniqu
used, since the signal intensity is proportional to the squ
of the susceptibility, the corresponding ratio is even larg
than that in the heterodyne measurement. Thus, the fi
order Raman scattering spectrum of CHCl3 is likely to be
strongly contaminated by the cascading contribution.

In order to directly compare each distinctive contrib

FIG. 3. The gray scale plots of the two ratios,RI andRII , defined in Eqs.
~47! are shown.
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tion, e.g., the two cascading and one direct fifth-order c
tributions, the three spectrograms,

scas
I ~v1 ,v2![Scas

I ~v1 ,v2!S pv0lN

n~v0!cD ,

scas
II ~v1 ,v2![Scas

II ~v1 ,v2!S pv0lN

n~v0!cD ,

andSdir(v1 ,v2), are plotted in Figs. 4~a!–4~c!, respectively.
Here the two auxiliary functions,scas

I (v1 ,v2) and
scas

II (v1 ,v2), are defined as above, for the sake of notatio
simplicity. Since these three contour plots are drawn in
same scale, one can make a direct comparison between t
As can be expected, the asymmetric cascading polariza
associated withR(3)(T1t)R(3)(t) cannot produce on-axi
peaks, whereas the symmetric cascading polarization co
butions, of which response function isR(3)(T)R(3)(t), pro-
duce on-axis peaks and combination peaks—one can con
this statement by inserting the sum-over-modes expres
for the third-order response function intoR(3)(T1t)
R(3)(t) andR(3)(T)R(3)(t), and by carrying out the 2D Fou
rier transformations. It should be noted that the diago
peaks in Fig. 4~b! can have significant contributions from th
overlap of the two spectral tails from the two correspond
peaks along the frequency axes. For example, the appea
of a peak at~2985 cm21, 2985 cm21! in Fig. 4~b! is the result
of the tails from the corresponding peaks at~2985, 0! and
~0,2985!. Comparing the three figures, it is concluded th
the peak intensities in the high-frequency region, i.e., th
of the peaks at~2985,2985!, ~2985,0!, ~1213,1213!, ~1213,0!,
~1213,642!, ~1213,351!, are quantitatively determined by th
direct fifth-order Raman process. In order to confirm t
statement, the relative ratios are estimated as

scas
I ~2985,2985!:scas

II ~2985,2985!:Sdir~2985,2985!

50.18:0:1,

scas
I ~1213,1213!:scas

II ~1213,1213!:Sdir~1213,1213!

50.015:0:1,

scas
I ~1213,0!:scas

II ~1213,0!:Sdir~1213,0!50.001:0.052:1,

scas
I ~1213,642!:scas

II ~1213,642!:Sdir~1213,642!

50.015:0.021:1,

scas
I ~1213,351!:scas

II ~1213,351!:Sdir~1213,351!

50.041:0.076:1.

On the other hand, the low-frequency peaks are dicta
by the cascading contributions. In order to clarify this sta
ment, the low-frequency regions of Figs. 4~a!–4~c!, are plot-
ted in Figs. 5~a!–5~c!, and they are again plotted on the sam
intensity scale to allow direct comparison. The peak inten
ties in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! are much stronger than those
Fig. 5~c!. Particularly, the peaks at~351,0!, ~250,0!, and
~351,351! in Fig. 5~b! appear to be more intense than those
Fig. 5~c!. The relative ratios are found to be

scas
I ~351,0!:scas

II ~351,0!:Sdir~351,0!50.42:6.1:1,
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scas
I ~250,0!:scas

II ~250,0!:Sdir~250,0!50.62:1.2:1,

scas
I ~351,351!:scas

II ~351,351!:Sdir~351,351!53.1:1.1:1

FIG. 4. The contour plots of the three spectrograms,scas
I (v1 ,v2),

scas
II (v1 ,v2), andSdir(v1 ,v2), are shown. Since the relativez-axis scales

for the three figures~a!, ~b!, and ~c! are identical, one can make direc
comparisons between figures.
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Thus, it is found that the relative magnitude of the dire
fifth-order Raman contribution is larger for intramolecul
modes that are strongly anharmonic—note that the abso
magnitudes of the cubic anharmonic coefficients of the hi
frequency modes are larger than those of the low-freque
modes~see Ref. 27!. This implies that the fifth-order nonlin

FIG. 5. The low-frequency regions ofscas
I (v1 ,v2), scas

II (v1 ,v2), and
Sdir(v1 ,v2), presented in Fig. 4 are plotted. Thez-axis scales are identica
for the three figures.
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higher frequency intramolecular modes as they will suf
from less contamination by third-order cascaded sign
Given these considerations it may only be possible
achieve a relatively clean fifth-order measurement for
highest frequency modes in CHCl3. In the well-phase-
matched limit, on the basis of Eq.~40! one can experimen
tally improve the ratio of the true fifth-order response to t
cascaded responses through the use of~i! thin optical sample
cell, ~ii ! lower number density of the chromophores,~iii !
long wavelength optical field, and~iv! solvent with large
refractive index. Blanket al. recently discussed the casca
ing contributions to the intrinsic-heterodyne-detected fif
order signal of liquids CHCl3 and CCl4.

26

IV. SEVENTH-ORDER INDUCED POLARIZATION:
BOTH DIRECT AND CASCADED CONTRIBUTIONS

The experimental geometry of the seventh-order lig
scattering measurement involving seven off-resonant opt
pulses is shown in Fig. 1~b!. Three pairs of pulses are used
create three consecutive vibrational coherence states in
electronic ground state, and the seventh, and final, puls
scattered by the three-dimensional temporal and spatial g
ing thus created. The controlled delay times are denoted at,
T, andT8 @see Fig. 1~b!#. The external field is then

Eex~r ,t !5(
j 51

7

«j~ t !exp~ ik j•r2 iv0t !1c.c., ~49!

where the field amplitudes are

«1~ t !5«2~ t !5u«d~ t !,

«3~ t !5«4~ t !5u«d~ t2t!,
~50!

«5~ t !5«6~ t !5u«d~ t2t2T!,

«7~ t !5u«d~ t2t2T2T8!.

Here again it is assumed that the center frequencies of
seven fields are identical. For the sake of brevity we assu
that the polarizations of all seven external electric fields
the same.

The phase-matching condition for the seventh-order
herent Raman scattering process considered in this pap
assumed to beks5k12k21k32k41k52k61k7 .

A. Direct seventh-order electronically off-resonant
scattering

The direct seventh-order signal expression can be
rived following the same procedure outlined above for t
fifth-order signal. The seventh-order nonlinear polarizat
with wave vectorks5k12k21k32k41k52k61k7 is writ-
ten in the form

Pdir
~7!~r ,t !5P̄dir

~7!~ t ! exp~ iks•r2 ivst !, ~51!

where the frequency isvs5v0 . By using the definition of
the polarization in Eq.~8! and carrying out the triple inte
grals to calculaterg

(6)(r ,t) within the impulsive limit, the
seventh-order polarization amplitude is obtained as

P̄dir
~7!~ t !5uN«7R~7!~ t,t1T,t,0!d~ t2t2T2T8!, ~52!
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where the seventh-order nonlinear response function is
fined as

R~7!~ t4 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1!5S i

\ D 3

^@†@a~ t4!,a~ t3!#,a~ t2!‡a~ t1!#req&.

~53!

Here, analogous to the fifth-order case, the seven fie
matter interactions involve all seven external fields. T
homodyne-detected direct seventh-order signal is given

Shomo~t,T,T8!5
pvs

2N2l 2«14sinc2 @Dkl/2#

2nsc

3uR~7!~t1T1T8,t1T,t,0!u2, ~54!

whereDk5ks2ks8 .

B. Cascaded seventh-order electronically off-
resonant scattering

In the case of the seventh-order process with the ph
matching conditionks5k12k21k32k41k52k61k7 we
find a total of 34 cascading NLO processes producing e
tric fields propagating in the same direction as the dir
seventh-order NLO process.

It is necessary to consider nine third-order processes
are directly involved in the cascading processes, and th
third-order field wave vectors are

k1
~3!5k12k21k3 , k2

~3!5k12k22k4 ,

k3
~3!5k12k21k5 ,

k4
~3!5k12k22k6 , k5

~3!5k12k21k7 ,
~55!

k6
~3!5k32k41k5 ,

k7
~3!5k32k42k6 , k8

~3!5k32k41k7 ,

k9
~3!5k52k61k7 .

The associated frequencies of the above third-order
cesses are given asv1

(3)52v2
(3)5v3

(3)52v4
(3)5v5

(3)

5v6
(3)52v7

(3)5v8
(3)5v9

(3)5v0 . There are five fifth-order
processes that must be considered in cascading processe
their phase-matching conditions are

k1
~5!5k12k21k32k41k5 ,

k2
~5!5k12k21k32k42k6 ,

k3
~5!5k12k21k32k41k7 , ~56!

k4
~5!5k12k21k52k61k7 ,

k5
~5!5k32k41k52k61k7 .

The associated frequencies arev1
(5)52v2

(5)5v3
(5)5v4

(5)

5v5
(3)5v0 .
There are two kinds of cascaded contributions to

seventh-order Raman scattering signal. The first is the c
when the electric field generated by the third-order indu
polarization is again involved in the fifth-order NLO proce
as shown in Fig. 6~a!. The reverse case, when the fifth-ord
scattering field is reused to induce third-order NLO proce
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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also belongs to the same category. Since both fifth-
third-order NLO processes are involved in the respective c
cading steps, this kind of polarization will be denoted as
x (5)3x (3)-type. The second type of cascade occurs wh
three third-order processes combine to produce an ele
field with wave vector,ks5k12k21k32k41k52k61k7 ,
and a typical diagram is shown in Fig. 6~b!. This second kind
of cascaded polarization will be denoted as thex (3)3x (3)

3x (3)-type.
There are a total of 14 cascading processes of thex (5)

3x (3)-type. For instance, diagram~a! in Fig. 6 is the com-
bination of ~i! the third-order process creating polarizatio
with wave vectork1

(3)5k12k21k3 and ~ii ! the fifth-order
process generating an induced polarization with wave ve
k5

(5)5k32k41k52k61k7 . The three field–matter interac
tions with k1-, k2-, and k3-fields create the third-order in
duced polarization, which acts like a source in the Maxw
equation to create the corresponding third-order elec
field. This electric field is then absorbed by another ch
mophore to initiate the next fifth-order light scattering pr
cess to produceP̄cas,1

(7) (t) which is given in Eq.~57! below.
Therefore, we shall denote the cascading process in Fig. 6~a!,
as ~1! k1

(3)→k5
(5) . The remaining 13 sequential processes

the x (5)3x (3)-type are,~2! k2
(3)→k5

(5) , ~3! k3
(3)→k5

(5) , ~4!
k4

(3)→k5
(5) , ~5! k5

(3)→k5
(5) , ~6! k6

(3)→k4
(5) , ~7! k7

(3)→k4
(5) ,

~8! k8
(3)→k4

(5) , ~9! k9
(3)→k3

(5) , ~10! k1
(5)→k9

(3) , ~11! k2
(5)

→k9
(3) , ~12! k3

(5)→k9
(3) , ~13! k4

(5)→k8
(3) , and ~14! k5

(5)

→k5
(3) .
Denoting P̄cas,j

(7) (t) ~for j 51 – 14! as the induced polar
ization amplitude associated with thej th cascading process
we find

P̄cas,j
~7! ~ t !5uiAF jN

2«7R~3!~ t1!R~5!~ t2 ,t3 ,t4!d~ t2t2T2T8!

~ for j 51 – 14!, ~57!

whereF j is the phase-matching factor for thej th process. In
addition to F j , the four time arguments,t1( i 51,2,3,4) in
Eq. ~57! are listed in Table I. In Eq.~57!, the fifth- and
third-order response functions were defined in Eqs.~11! and
~16!–~19!, respectively.

FIG. 6. One representative cascading diagram for eachx (5)3x (3)- and
x (3)3x (3)3x (3)-type sequential processes contributing to the seventh-o
coherent Raman scattering signal is shown.
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Next, let us consider thex (3)3x (3)3x (3)-type cascading
processes. It is found that the total number ofx (3)3x (3)

3x (3)-type cascading processes is 20, and the correspon
polarizations can be conveniently written as

P̄cas,j
~7! ~ t !52uA2F jN

3«7R~3!~ t3!R~3!~ t2!R~3!~ t1!

3d~ t2t2T2T8! ~ for j 515– 34!, ~58!

where the indexj varies from 15 to 34. The correspondin
time arguments (t3 ,t2 ,t1) and the phase-matching factorsF j

are listed in Table II. Note that the polarization amplitudes
the x (3)3x (3)3x (3)-type cascading processes are prop
tional toN3. The associated three third-order NLO proces

TABLE I. F j and the four time arguments in Eq.~57! for 14 x (5)3x (3)-type
sequential processes. HereF j

(3)5$sin @Dkj
(3)l/2#/(Dkj

(3)l /2)%exp (iDkj
(3)l/2)

with Dk j
(3)5k j

(3)2(k j
(3))8, and F j

(5)5$sin @Dkj
(5)l/2#/(Dkj

(5)l /2)%
3exp (iDkj

(5)l/2) with Dk j
(5)5k j

(5)2(k j
(5))8. Here all wave vectors were

given in the main text.

j Cascading F j t1 t2 t3 t4

1 k1
(3)→k5

(5) F1
(3) t t t1T t

2 k2
(3)→k5

(5) F2
(3) t t t1T t

3 k3
(3)→k5

(5) F3
(3) t1T t t1T t

4 k4
(3)→k5

(5) F4
(3) t1T t t1T t

5 k5
(3)→k5

(5) F5
(3) t t t1T t

6 k6
(3)→k4

(5) F6
(3) T t t1T 0

7 k7
(3)→k4

(5) F7
(3) T t t1T 0

8 k8
(3)→k4

(5) F8
(3) t2t t t1T 0

9 k9
(3)→k3

(5) F9
(3) t2t2T t t 0

10 k1
(5)→k9

(3) F1
(5) t2t2T t1T t 0

11 k2
(5)→k9

(3) F2
(5) t2t2T t1T t 0

12 k8
(5)→k9

(3) F3
(5) t2t2T t t 0

13 k4
(5)→k8

(3) F4
(5) t2t t t1T 0

14 k5
(5)→k5

(3) F5
(5) t t t1T t

TABLE II. The phase matching factors and three time arguments in Eq.~58!
for 20 x (3)3x (3)3x (3)-type sequential processes. HereF j

(3) were defined in
Table I.

j Cascading sequences F j t3 t2 t1

15 k1
(3)→k6

(3)→k9
(3) F1

(3)F6
(3) t T t2t2T

16 k1
(3)→k7

(3)→k9
(3) F1

(3)F7
(3) t T t2t2T

17 k1
(3)→k8

(3)→k9
(3) F1

(3)F8
(3) t t2t t2t2T

18 k2
(3)→k6

(3)→k9
(3) F2

(3)F6
(3) t T t2t2T

19 k2
(3)→k7

(3)→k9
(3) F2

(3)F7
(3) t T t2t2T

20 k2
(3)→k8

(3)→k9
(3) F2

(3)F8
(3) t t2t t2t2T

21 k3
(3)→k6

(3)→k9
(3) F3

(3)F6
(3) t1T T t2t2T

22 k3
(3)→k9

(3)→k8
(3) F3

(3)F9
(3) t1T t2t2T t2t

23 k4
(3)→k7

(3)→k9
(3) F4

(3)F7
(3) t1T T t2t2T

24 k4
(3)→k9

(3)→k8
(3) F4

(3)F9
(3) t1T t2t2T t2t

25 k5
(3)→k8

(3)→k9
(3) F5

(3)F8
(3) t t2t t2t2T

26 k5
(3)→k9

(3)→k8
(3) F5

(3)F9
(3) t t2t2T t2t

27 k6
(3)→k3

(3)→k9
(3) F6

(3)F3
(3) T t1T t2t2T

28 k6
(3)→k9

(3)→k5
(3) F6

(3)F9
(3) T t2t2T t

29 k7
(3)→k4

(3)→k9
(3) F7

(3)F4
(3) T t1T t2t2T

30 k7
(3)→k9

(3)→k5
(3) F7

(3)F9
(3) T t2t2T t

31 k8
(3)→k5

(3)→k9
(3) F8

(3)F5
(3) t2t t t2t2T

32 k8
(3)→k9

(3)→k5
(3) F8

(3)F9
(3) t2t t2t2T t

33 k9
(3)→k5

(3)→k8
(3) F9

(3)F5
(3) t2t2T t t2t

34 k9
(3)→k8

(3)→k5
(3) F9

(3)F8
(3) t2t2T t2t t
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can be understood from the second column of Table II.
instance,k1

(3)→k6
(3)→k9

(3) , where these wave vectors we
defined in Eqs.~55! and they specify the sequence of optic
transitions in a given third-order NLO process, represents
cascaded process corresponding to the diagram in Fig. 6~b!.
Likewise, the remaining 19 diagrams can be immediat
drawn.

Overall the induced polarization created by the casca
processes, bothx (5)3x (3)- and x (3)3x (3)3x (3)-types, is
given by a sum of the 34 polarizations,

P̄cas
~7!~ t !5(

j 51

14

P̄cas,j
~7! ~ t !1 (

j 515

34

P̄cas,j
~7! ~ t !. ~59!

Consequently, the total seventh-order polarization with
wave vectorks5k12k21k32k41k52k61k7 contains to-
tally 35 polarizations,

P̄~ t !5P̄dir
~7!~ t !1(

j 51

34

P̄cas,j
~7! ~ t !. ~60!

Thus it seems inevitable that the homodyne detection of
seventh-order coherent Raman scattering signal field with
wave vectorks5k12k21k32k41k52k61k7 will be com-
plicated by the interference among these fields. Furtherm
note that bothP̄dir

(7)(t) andP̄cas,j
(7) (t) ~for j 515– 34! are purely

real, whereas those ofx (5)3x (3)-type, P̄cas,j
(7) (t) ~for j

51 – 14!, are imaginary. Thus, even the phase-control
heterodyne-detection method proposed in Sec. II canno
used to selectively measure the direct contribution alo
Therefore, the direct contribution must be dominant over
cascaded contributions in order to experimentally meas
the pure seventh-order light scattering signal contain
information on the four-time response functio
R(7)(t4 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1), defined in Eq.~53!.

The ratio of the direct to cascaded contributions for t
seventh-order signals are likely to be more favorable than
the case of the direct fifth-order signal since the direct fif
order signal requires an intrinsic nonlinearity that t
seventh-order signal does not.4 This is not only advantageou
from the standpoint of the absolute seventh-order signal
tensity, but the nonlinearity required to generate the dir
fifth-order signal will also significantly reduce thex (5)

3x (3)-type cascaded processes. Thex (3)3x (3)3x (3)-type
cascaded processes have anN3 signal dependence compare
with the N dependence of the true seventh-order signal~N6

vs. N2 for homodyne detection! again demonstrating an ad
vantage over the analogous situation for the true fifth-or
case. Seventh-order measurements by Berg and co-w
ers32–35 and Tominaga and co-workers18,21,36 have demon-
strated concentration dependencies of their measured sig
that are consistent with measurements of the direct seve
order signals.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper, the cascading contributions to the fifth- a
seventh-order coherent Raman scattering signals are id
fied and expressed in terms of the third- and fifth-order n
linear Raman response functions. As already pointed ou
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Unlesset al.,23 the fifth-order coherent Raman scattering p
larization is given by a sum of the direct and cascaded c
tributions. Depending on the relative magnitudes of the th
order response function in comparison to the fifth-ord
response function, the ratio of the cascading term to the
rect fifth-order term changes. In particular, noting that
fifth-order electric field generated by the direct fifth-ord
Raman scattering polarization is purely imaginary, a care
phase-controlled heterodyne-detection could be used to
lectively measure the direct fifth-order Raman response fu
tion.

In the case of seventh-order coherent Raman scatte
the number of cascaded processes satisfying the same p
matching condition increases dramatically. Particula
when the phase-matching condition isks5k12k21k32k4

1k52k61k7 , a total of 34 cascaded processes~14 x (5)

3x (3)-type processes and 20x (3)3x (3)3x (3)-type pro-
cesses! are involved in the measured signal. The polarizat
amplitude associated withx (5)3x (3)-type processes is pro
portional toN2 since two chromophores are involved in th
cascading process. On the other hand, that ofx (3)3x (3)

3x (3)-type processes is proportional toN3 because three
chromophores are involved in this double cascading proc
Noting that the total polarization with wave vectorks5k1

2k21k32k41k52k61k7 is a sum of 35 polarization com
ponents, including the direct seventh-order contribution, c
cading contributions must be taken into consideration in
analysis of experimentally measured seventh-order Ra
spectra due to the complicated interference among thes
distinct generated electric fields. However, the ratio of dir
to cascaded signals may be significantly more favorable t
in the analogous fifth-order case since the nonlinearly nee
to generate a fifth-order signal is not required in the gene
tion of the direct seventh-order signal.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF EQ. „11…

Here, we present the brief derivation procedure of E
~11!. The formal expression for the fifth-order polarizatio
P(5)(r ,t) is given by Eq.~8! with n52. The expression for
the density operatorrg

(4)(r ,t) appearing inP(5)(r ,t) is given
by

rg
~4!~r ,t !5S 2

i

\ D 2E
0

t

dt2E
0

t

dt1 e2 iH 0t2 /\@aI:E~r ,t2!,

3e2 iH 0t1 /\@aI:E~r ,t1!,req#e
iH 0t1 /\#eiH 0t2 /\

~A1!

Note that the electric fieldE(r ,t) in Eqs.~8! and~A1! are the
linear superposition of the five electric field pulses as giv
in Eqs. ~1! and ~2!. Thus, the polarization vectorP(5)(r ,t)
defined by Eqs.~8! with n52 and ~A1! is comprised of
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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many components that come out from various combinati
of the five electric pulses. Among these, we are looking fo
specific polarization component with the wave vec
ks5k11k21k31k41k5 and frequency v5v0 , i.e.,
P(5)(r ,t)}exp(iks•r2 iv0t).

Within the impulsive limit where the durations of th
five electric fields are quite short, the desired componen
the polarization vector is

P~5!~r ,t !5N Tr $aI•E5~r ,t !rg8
~4!~r ,t !%, ~A2!

whererg8
(4) in Eq. ~A2! are the components of the densi

operator given by Eq.~A1! with the bracket replaced by

@aI:„E3~r ,t2!1E4~r ,t2!…2,e2 iH 0t1 /\@aI:„E1~r ,t1!

1E2~r ,t1!…2,req#e
iH 0t1 /\#. ~A3!

Other combinations of the electric fields are not cons
tent with the time ordering (t1,t2,t) in the integral given
in Eq. ~A1!. Then, by substituting the explicit expressio
given in Eqs.~1!–~3! for the electric field vectors into Eq
~A3!, we can obtain

P~5!~r ,t !52
4N

\
«5 exp~ iks•r2 iv0t !d1/2~ t2t2T!

3Tr $a5e
2 iH 0~ t2t!/\

†a34,e2 iH 0t/\@a12,req#

3eiH 0t/\
‡eiH 0~ t2t!/\, ~A4!

whereaj[aI•uj , â i j [ũi•aI•uj5ũj•aI•ui . The trace term in
Eq. ~A4! can be rewritten in a simpler form a
Tr†@a5(t),a34(t)#,a12] ‡,req% from the property of the trace
operation. Herea(t)5exp(iH0t/\)a exp(2iH0t/\). There-
fore, Eq.~A4! can be identified as Eqs.~10! and ~11! in the
text.

Following the parallel line of derivation, one can obta
the expressions for the third-order polarizations given
Eqs.~12!–~19!.

APPENDIX B: SOLUTION OF EQ. „20…

In the present subsection, we will delineate the meth
of solution for the differential equation, Eq.~20!. First, by
using the relations¹3¹3E5¹(¹•E)2¹2E with ¹•E
50, and by setting thez axis of our coordinate system to b
parallel toksi , we can write the solution to Eq.~20! in terms
of Green’s function as

Esi
~3!~z,t !5E

0

`

dz0 G~z,z0!
4pvsi

2

c2 P̄si
~3!~ t ! exp~ iksiz0

2 ivsit !1boundary contributions, ~B1!

where ksi , is the magnitude of the vectorksi , and the
Green’s functionG(z,z0) is defined by the following equa
tion:

]2

]z2 G~z,z0!1k2G~z,z0!52d~z2z0! ~B2!

with k5nsuvsiu/c. The expression for the Green’s functio
obeying Eq.~B2! is given by
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G~z,z0!5H i

2k
exp@6 ik~z2z0!# ~z.z0!,

i

2k
exp@7 ik~z2z0!# ~z,z0!,

~B3!

In Eq. ~B3!, the Green’s function defined in the domainz
.z0 should give the forward-traveling wave while that d
fined in the domainz,z0 should give the backward travelin
wave. Therefore, one should choose the upper sign w
vsi.0, but the lower sign whenvsi,0 in Eq. ~B3!.

For the sequential process~1! and parallel processes~3!
and ~4!, vsi5v0.0, we have the following form of the so
lution,

Esi
~3!~z,t !5Esi

~3!,F~z,t ! exp~ ikz2v0t !

1Esi
~3!,B~z,t ! exp~ ikz1v0t !, ~B4!

where the amplitudes of the forward- and the backwa
propagating waves are given by

Esi
~3!,F~z,t !5 i

2pv0

nsc
P̄si

~3!~ t !E
0

z

dz0 exp@ i ~ksi2k!z0#1CF ,

~B5!

Esi
~3!,B~z,t !5 i

2pv0

nsc
P̄si

~3!~ t !E
z

l si
dz0 exp@ i ~ksi1k!z0#1CB ,

~B6!

respectively. Here,CF and CB are the constants depende
on the boundary conditions, andl si is the thickness of the
sample that depends on the direction ofksi . Note that when
ksi.0, the amplitude of the forward-propagating wave cou
be maximized whenk'ksi , but that of the backward
propagating wave could not. The integral in Eq.~B5! is eas-
ily evaluated to z exp(iDksi z/2) sinc (Dksiz/2) with Dksi

5ksi2k. So if the phase is well matched, i.e.,ksi>k, the
magnitude of the integral in Eq.~B5! grows linearly withz.
In contrast, the integral in Eq.~B6! vanishes because of th
strongly oscillating integrand. Therefore, we can estimate
average amplitudeĒsi

(3)(t) of the electric field generated i
the sample as

Ēsi
~3!~ t !> i

2pv0

nsic
S l si

2 D P̄si
~3!~ t !

3exp~ iDksil si/2!sinc~ iDksil si/2!. ~B7!

When ksi,0, one can see that the amplitude of t
backward-propagating wave could be maximized wh
k'2ksi , while that of the forward-propagating wave cou
not. Then, the average amplitude ofĒsi

(3)(t) is given by Eq.
~B7! with Dksi replaced byk1ksi . The above results simply
indicate the fact that the electric field generated by
forward-propagating polarization (ksi.0,vsi.0) propagates
forward, and that generated by the backward-propagating
larization (ksi,0,vsi.0) propagates backward.

For the case withvsi52v0,0, as in the sequentia
process~2!, we should choose the lower sign for the Gree
function in Eq.~B3!, and the solution has a different form
accordingly:
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Esi
~3!~z,t !5Esi

~3!,F~z,t ! exp~2 ikz1v0t !

1Esi
~3!,B~z,t ! exp~ ikz1v0t !, ~B8!

whereEsi
(3),F andEsi

(3),B are given by

Esi
~3!,F~z,t !5 i

2pv0

nsc
P̄si

~3!~ t !E
0

z

dz0 exp@ i ~k1ksi!z0#1CF ,

~B9!

Esi
~3!,B~z,t !5 i

2pv0

nsc
P̄si

~3!~ t !E
0

l si
dz0 exp@ i ~k2ksi!z0#1CB ,

~B10!

respectively. When ksi'2k,0, only the forward-
propagating component contributes to the average ampli
of the generated electric field in the sample as

Ēsi
~3!~ t !> i

2pv0

nsic
S l si

2 D P̄si
~3!~ t ! exp@ i ~ksi1k!l si/2#

3sinc@ i ~ksi1k!l si/2#. ~B11!

In contrast, whenksi'k.0, the backward-propagating com
ponent contributes to the average amplitude of the gener
electric field, which is given by Eq.~B11! with (ksi1k)
replaced by (k2ksi).

In many experiments, the angles between the propa
tion vectors of the five external electric fields are small~see
Fig. 1!, so that we can assume thatksi.0 for i 51,3,4 but
ks2,0. Hence we have the forward-propagating polarizat
vectors for alli ~remembervs2,0!. For this case, we can
rewrite the obtained results in a compact form:

Esi
~3!~r ,t !5 i

2pv0

nsic
S l si

2 D P̄si
~3!~ t !exp@ i ~ksi2ksi8 !• lsi/2#

3sinc@ i ~ksi2ksi8 !• lsi/2#exp~ksi8 •r2 ivsit !.

~B12!

Here, lsi denotes the position vector of which magnitude
equal to l si and the direction is parallel withksi for i
51,3,4 and antiparallel withksi for i 52. Then by substitut-
ing the expressions for the polarization vectorP̄si

(3)(t) given
in Eqs.~12!–~19! into Eq.~B12!, we can get the expression
for the average amplitudes of the generated electric field
given in Eqs.~21!–~24!.
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